NO REST FOR THE WEARY

The hazed-off expression "no rest for the weary" describes in a trite but none-the-less correct fashion the fraternity situation at M.I.T. nowadays.

If it is not plans for Hell Week, it is plans for Rush Week. The accelerated program being constituted as it is, even the meager time which elapses between terms is barely sufficient for fraternity set-up, and up and put into action. This use of time forces many of Technology's fraternity men to lose by far the greater part of their vacation. With the unusual strain imposed by the necessity of studying throughout the entire year, these vacations are necessary if the student is to justify his capabilities.

For this reason it seems to us that the Interfraternity Conference can do a very valuable piece of work by placing some sort of limitations upon both Hell Week and Rush Week. It is possible it would be to the advantage of the fraternity as well as the students if a plan were set up and put into action. It may be of some limitations upon both Hell Week and Rush Week.

Possibly it would be an aid to the fraternities, as well as to the students of M.I.T., if plans for Rush Week were definitely established by the Interfraternity Conference.

Since the initiation would be concluded completely in a week, there would be no need for the students to return to campus for later periods. The students would be able to return home and have the time of their lives.

Last week the members of Phi Kappa moved from their old house at 322 Beacon Street to a new house at 432 Commonwealth Ave. According to the house members, the main reason for this move was the need for more space for band practices. The Phi Kappas will have their Yippa Yippa Open House party this year on the night after the Junior Prom. This party will culminate with their new "Jailbreak Dance."